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(Replacement parts for MFH-K587 / K588) Scale 1/12
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S -5- (2x)
M -6-

wire (0,30mm) yellow

use decals
(for M-4-, M-5-, M-6-)
acc. MFH instruction
then put M-2-, M-3- in place

wire (0,25mm) grey
route all wires along M171
to the left side of cockpit
and down into tub to the
back of car

wire (0,25mm) brown

wire (0,70mm) black

wire (0,25mm) black
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Cockpit upgrade set -1Ferrari 312PB (1972)
Replacement parts for MFH-K587 / K588 (scale 1/12)

Designed for the experienced model builder.
During construction work very carefully as some parts are very small and sometimes diﬃcult to hold and mount.
Make dry ﬁtting checks ﬁrst prior ﬁnal glueing / soldering
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Partslist

(Replacement parts for MFH-K587 / K588) Scale 1/12

Milled parts (aluminum / brass)

M -8- (1x)

M -3- (1x)

M -2- (3x)

M -1- (1x)

M -9- (1x)

M -10- (1x)

M -11- (9x)

M -5- (1x)

M -6- (1x)

M -12- (1x)

M -13- (1x)

M -14- (1x) M -15- (1x)

3d printed parts

P -1- (1x)

M -7- (1x)

M -4- (1x)

M -16- (1x)

P -2- (1x)

P -3- (1x)

P -4- (1x)

etching parts

optional

miscellanious parts

S -1- (4x)

S -9- (6x)

S -2- (1x)

S -10- (6x)

S -3- (4x)

S -11- (1x)

S -4- (2x)

S -12- (2x)

S -5- (4x)

S -6- (3x)

wire (0,25mm) black
wire (0,25mm) grey
wire (0,25mm) brown
wire (0,30mm) yellow

S -7- (2x)

S -8- (4x)

wire (0,70mm) white
wire (0,70mm) black
wire (0,18mm) silver
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(Replacement parts for MFH-K587 / K588) Scale 1/12

Main instrument rack - cont.

After soldering paint frame structure in matt black
before adding other details

matt black
etch -16-

S -5- (2x)
etch -13- (2x)

from ﬁre extinguisher (P -2-)
wire (0,70mm) white
etch -13- (2x)
S -4- (2x)

etch -14etch -6-

etch -15-

steel
Dry ﬁt P -3- in etch 14
before painting
(sand sides to ﬁt if required)

etch -7P -3-

etch -15-

mount to
MFH M171

Align „red“ marked area in one line to ﬁt
propper on MFH M171. (sand if required)
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(Replacement parts for MFH-K587 / K588) Scale 1/12

Main instrument rack
(use with step 21 MFH instruction replaces MFH parts M55, M108, M109, M112, M113, M204)
dark silver

S -6-

slide through P -3- do not glue -

P -1M -16-

insert shaft M -16- into steering rack (P -3-)
before putting steering wheel on (M -13-).

to MFH M210

4

etch 11

Top view

to front
Note:
Use „etch -11-“ to form the mounting brackets for the 3 main instruments.
It is recommended to solder the 3 rings together, instead of using glue.
Start with the center ring and then the 2 outer rings. Watch the bending direction!!!
Work very carefully when bending the 3 rings to not break the parts at the bend lines try to minimize
twisting at that areas of the bendlines.
Should any bendline break try to complete the rings and solder them at the end together again.
Watch angle orientation of the three rings.
When forming the 3 rings use the corresponding instruments (M -4-, -M -5-, M-6-) as a template
and make sure the ring openings are wide enough to ﬁt the instruments later.
The instruments should slide into the rings very easily.
Consider also the painting process that this will add some thickness to the bracket parts.
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(Replacement parts for MFH-K587 / K588) Scale 1/12

grey

Fire extinguisher bottle

S -12-

(use with step 1 MFH instruction)
M -1-

dark silver

S -12-

S -6-

S -6-

etch -1P -2-

etch -1S -1- (4x)

wire (0,70mm) white

etch -5M -15-

behind M184

to etch -7-

facing
to front of car

mount on MFH M181
(left side of pedalbox M12)
use etch -5- as template
to drill 4 holes 0,7mm
cut / sand S -1- ﬂush
on underside of M181-

Note:
work very carefully when mounting the 2x clamps (S -12-) as they can break very easily.
Do not use force to get them into position. Try to glue etch -1- (2x) on M -1- ﬁrst
(check alignment to cut-outs on etch -5-).
Position clamp on hook-side of etch -1- ﬁrst then ﬁx clamp with S -6- on other side.
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(Replacement parts for MFH-K587 / K588) Scale 1/12

Center console instrument

matt black

(use with step 2 MFH instruction - replaces MFH part M208)
M-7-

S -9- (3x)

M-2-

S -8-

etch -3wire 0,25mm
(black)

M -11-

M -10-

etch -4etch -4-

wire 0,25mm
(grey)

etch -9-

clear red
(only area shown)

matt black
black

M -12etch -9-

1,0mm

wire (0,18mm)
silver

etch -17-

MFH M189

Note:
Use MFH „decal e“ on M -7- (before glueing M -2-) & „meter glass S“ (optional) for M -2(check alignment of bore on backside) acc. MFH instruction.
Use etched needle pins (small) optional before putting meter glass on. Dry ﬁt parts
and sand if required before ﬁnal glueing
Route all 4 wires on backside of M171 to the left side.
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(Replacement parts for MFH-K587 / K588) Scale 1/12

Steering wheel
(use with step 21 MFH instruction - replaces MFH part M15 & E6)

wire 0,25mm
(black)

semigloss
black

M -13-

etch -8-

2 M -14-

semigloss
black

P -4-

3
1

S -2S -3- (4x)

S -10-

MFH
decal “f”
MFH
decal “g”

3

180°
Option !

Note:
1

Glue „etch -8-“ & „P -4-“ together before painting. Clean „P -4-“ ﬁrst.
Option: Depending on driver or race you can glue „etch -8-“ also 180° on „P -4-“
to have hole for „S -2-“ on other side.

2

Put MFH „decal f” on „M -14-“ before glueing on „M -13-“
Use decal softner and heat (hairdryer)
to conform around „M -14-“.and let dry.

3

Use „S -10-“ to connect „S -2-“ with „wire 0,25mm (black)”.
(through the hole of „etch -8-“).
Use heat to shrink the tube ﬁrst before connecting,
and use needle to widen bore to ﬁt over „S -2-“ if required. (shorten S -10-)

